
 

 

 

  

 

LUMNEO presents « ELLE & LUI » in partnership with 

Ateliers Gohard  

Exclusivity & Limited Edition for Maison et Objet 2020,   

LUMNEO, French Company exhibits for the 2nd time At Maison & Objet and reveals its collection of mirror 

lamp incorporating a neon called MINI and MAXI, and exclusively for the 2020 MOM’s edition, its brand new 

range Ellipse » with two new models in limited edition :  

« ELLE & LUI ». 

The bright mirror «Elle» incorporates a white neon to the pure line for an ever more perfect reflection. The 

finish of the wood frame is delicately white with gold foil gilding to reveal the femininity of the object and a 

naturally dazzling and delicate rendering. 

The bright mirror «Lui» incorporates a white neon to the pure line in a painted wood anthracite frame. The 

wooden frame is also set with white gold leaf for a powerful and elegant rendering. 

For the range Ellipse «Elle et Lui», passionate about sailing, Benjamin Méry has the idea of the cabins of the 
cruise ships that made the beautiful days of the transatlantic crossings and his mirror has something of a 
porthole on infinity. 
The curves bring softness and roundness to these artistic pieces. Gold and white gold finishes adorn each 
piece of light. The reflection of the neon, its white color, the balance of the lines creates this feeling of infinity 
and purity.  
Ateliers Gohard bring their know-how to the work of the gold leaf. Ateliers Gohard passionately create 
exceptional, tailor-made finishes based on unique craftsmanship. 
 
 

 
 Lumneo proposed a Mirror Lamp 
incorporating a neon whose reflection 
creates an effect of depth and 
perspective by reflecting to infinity, like a 
“trompe l’oeil”. Each Mirror Lamp is an 

original piece. 
 
 

 

 

« ELLE & LUI »  

Limited edition 
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The classics of the collection: MAXI – MINI 
 
Lumneo MINI and MAXI are available in different colours, to be exhibited as a single piece or by combining 
several pieces for an even more artistic and personalized creation. The luminous intensity of Lumneo MINI 
and MAXI is adjusted according to your wishes 
Lumneo MINI & MAXI range is designed and crafted in France and Italy  Each Lamp-Mirror is designed with 
the utmost care both for the selection of the materials used and for the assembly in order to obtain the most 
beautiful rendering, combining the aesthetics of the design and the quality of the hand manufacturing. 
Concern for the originality, value and skills are the key words of Lumneo’s philosophy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The destination  

These are objects both functional and decorative, ideal to create ambiances They are suitable for places 

like hotels, bars-restaurants, shops, hosting a company, or for individual furnishings of apartments or 

houses. 

 

 

Contact details:  
If you wish to obtain information on our creations or prices please get in touch at lumneo@outlook.fr or 

Benjamin Mery Founder-Designer Mobile +33 6 16 19 20 88  

 

About LUMNEO 

Benjamin Méry, 41 years old, has an engineer background. Passionate about design, lamps and video art, 

he created LUMNEO in 2018. He draws his inspiration from the design of the 60’s which began to exploit 

the possibilities of neon.  

He plays on infinite reflection, and thanks to his skills as engineer-designer he miniaturizes and integrates 

all the complexity of the object and thus creates pieces with elegant lines and design, accentuating the 

trompe-l'oeil. 

www.lumneo.eu   Instagram @lumneo 

 

About Ateliers Gohard 

For more than 50 years, Ateliers Gohard has been passionately creating exceptional, tailor-made finishes 
based on unique craftsmanship. Present in Paris, London and New York, the company has continuously 
developed to become a reference in the field of gilding, material creation, painting and decorative painting. 
Live Heritage Company, Ateliers Gohard works in luxury for renowned decorators, prestigious houses and 
historical monuments such as the Statue of Liberty, the Palace of Versailles, the Place de la Concorde or the 
Dôme des Invalides 
www.ateliers-gohard.com   Instagram @ateliers_gohard 

http://www.lumneo.eu/
http://www.instagram.com/lumneo/
http://www.ateliers-gohard.com/

